POWERSPORTS - $5995
•

10’ - Quick and easy to load, just grab the remote it’s as easy
as opening a garage door.

* Pictured with optional stone guard

SINGLE AXLE - $6995
•

13’1” - Simply load and unload your car even while the trailer
isn’t connected to a tow vehicle

ENGINEERED TO
BE EFFORTLESS

* Pictured with optional stone guard and tire rack

TANDEM AXLE - $9995
•

16’5” - Designed to transport wide and low vehicles without
the need for ramps or a tilting deck

* Pictured with optional stone guard and extended tire rack

AVAILABLE FROM:

PRO - $11,995
•

19’8” - Professionals choice, load a car in under a minute.
Lightweight, maneuverable and built to last.

* Pictured with optional stone guard

www.futuratrailers.com

POWER
SPORTS
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SINGLE
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TANDEM
AXLE
16’5”

PRO
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PRICE

$5995

$6995

$9995

$11,995

DECK
SIZE

10’
x 73”

13’1”
x 75”

16’5”
x 783/4”

19’8”
x 783/4”

G.V.W.R

3500lb

3500lb

7000lb

7000lb

TARE
WEIGHT

775lb

880lb

1322lb

1466lb

MAX
LOAD

2725lb

*Excl. accessories

2620lb

OPTIONS AND ACCESSORIES

5678lb

5534lb

Extended Tire Rack 				
$1595
Standard Tire Rack 				
$995
Stone Guard 					$695
Recovery Winch (standard on Pro Trailer)		
$495
Futura tie-downs (4) 				
$245
Spare Wheel mounted under deck 			
$295
Motorcycle Wheel Chock (1 unit)			
$195

AVAILABLE IN 4 SIZES

Futura trailers are designed to transport wide and low race and classic cars
without the hassle of using ramps or a tilting deck.

ENGINEERED TO BE EFFORTLESS

The trailers are very light and easily managed by one person.

The simple, elegant design is backed by clever engineering that allows you to
raise and lower the trailer from the driver’s seat in less than a minute.
With plenty of door clearance for almost every make and model of car, you’ll
have no trouble getting in and out of your car.

BUILT TO LAST

LOADING YOUR CAR HAS NEVER BEEN EASIER

This provides excellent corrosion resistance and prevents fatigue cracking.

The wide-deck and low approach angle make loading your car a breeze – Just
grab the remote control and drive on, it’s as quick and easy as opening your
garage door.

Futura low loader trailers are light-weight and built to last - with a chassis made
from structural-grade, anodized aluminum and cleverly hidden, solid aircraft
rivets rather than welds.

You can drive any make or model of car straight on and off Futura’s low-loader
trailers without the need for ramps or blocks.

“The Unser Motorsport Museum depends
on Futura Trailers for easy and damage-free
loading, unloading and transporting of our
family’s collection of iconic race cars”

AL UNSER JR.

2-Time Indy 500 Champion
Indy Car Legend
Futura Trailers Brand Ambassador

